
being the Agenda and Program of Proceedings for 

the Symposium of Revelation
upon the Winter Equinox of the three hundred eightieth Year of the Empire

2pm: Approaching the Way
including the Symposiarch’s Introduction to the Symposium

A Speaker session featuring talks about how to approach the Way, 
especially where matters of faith and doctrine are challenged by new evidence or events.

2.30pm: on the Nature of Exemplars
A Debate on how Exemplars are recognised and their place in the faith: 
are they primarily recognised for themselves, or for others to learn from?

3pm: on Yael’s Revelation
A panel discussion in which supporters and detractors of Yael will discuss 

questions of the revelation and its implications for the Way.

3.30pm: Break

4pm: the Realms, Eternals and the Way
A Panel discussion on matters of the Way and the realms, 

discussing current theory on their interaction

4:30pm: Inclusionism versus Exclusionism
A debate on the Eternal Schism, asking whether it is best to make careful contact 

with Eternals as a part of creation or to ultimately sever all ties in pursuit of Human Destiny

5pm: Symposiarch’s invitational
A Speaker session featuring topics which don’t fit into other sessions. 

Speakers will be selected by the Symposiarch during the summit: 
speakers who wish to propose a talk should seek out the Symposiarch. 
Foreign dignitaries who wish to speak may wish to do so at this session.

5:30pm: Break
during which a delegation of the Axou will deliver a presentation on their faith

with no questions permitted



6pm: Action against False Virtues and Idolatry
A Speaker session during which approaches to recognising and combating the spread 

of malign influences will be discussed.

6:30pm: upon the Nature of False Virtues
A panel discussion on questions of the false virtues and why they are false.

7pm: upon the Nature of True Virtues
A Speaker session where speakers will present their approach to their virtue, focussing on the ways that

they may be misunderstood.

7:30pm: Break

8pm: concerning Orcs and the Howling Abyss
A panel of speakers invited by Imperial Orc preachers will discuss their work 

to incorporate their species into the Way and the formulation of Doctrine on this.

8:30pm: Open Session
Open to any speaker, with a judging panel to halt proceedings once a speaker becomes boring.


